NAVAL UNIT TO DROP TECHNICAL SUBJECTS

Navy Men Who Applied for Immediate Discharge May Be Released Early Next Week.

TO HOLD DANCE IN GYMNASIUM

It was announced yesterday that all technical studies offered by the Naval Unit would be dropped from the curriculum at the close of the current term. The discontinuation of these subjects means the disbanding of the following studios: Naval Regulations, Surveying and Chart Work, Naval Hydrography, and Signal Work. University officials stated that all of the students presently taking these studies will be notified forthwith by the Naval Unit commandant, and will be given sufficient time for examination study.

Instructions were received by Capt. Richard F. Rominger, naval consultant, that the Naval Unit will release from service immediately those men whose business of schooling would conflict with the performance of their duties. Action has been taken by the Commandant to effect this. By next week, a certain number of men will be released from the unit in order to make the necessary immediate arrangements for their discharge.

Considerable doubt has arisen concerning the possibility of receiving credit for studies taken by men in the Naval Unit. It is generally believed that students who have received their unit credits will be allowed to enroll in the regular college studies, but a definite state-ment has not been made. Students who remain in the Naval Unit until September 1, 1919, will be allowed to count their unit credits of this year towards the requirements for graduation. The institution of the unit will not interfere with their enrollment in the college in the future.

Another student who has recently been discharged from the unit is Carl C. Glanz, 23, Samuel Hazel, 23, and Tobias vs. Vulsma. Gerson vs. Had Clarke, and Goldberq vs. Goldberq.

An unusual number of students who have been discharged from the unit, totalling over 200, have been notified to report to the unit. The principal address will be made by the director of the University Museum. The work resulted in an increased interest in the activities of the unit. The weekly dance in Westcott Hall will be held tomorrow evening under the direction of the Faculty. The work of the unit will be discontinued, and every attempt will be made to bring the men together as partners and make the unit more lively. The work of the unit will be discontinued.

At a conference held between Prof. M. T. S. and officials of the University of Pennsylvania, it was agreed to set aside a hall held per month, and the unit will be designated "chart week." Owing to the large number of students who are now in the unit, and the number of members interested in the unit, the new system will be put into effect immediately. The unit will be held on Saturday, January 6, 1919, and it is expected that the number of students who will work will result in an increased interest in the unit.
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NOTICES

Zeta—Regular meeting at 7 o'clock tonight.

Punch Bowl—Round meeting, Room 10, Alumni Club house, tomorrow at 7 o'clock.

Society of Electrical Engineers—Meeting Monday at 8 o'clock, Room 12, Healy Hall.

J. W. R.—Religious services will be conducted today at 6:45, in Houston Hall.

Sophomores—Meeting of premedical Sophomores today in Harrison laboratory.

Newspaper Work.—Any student of the evening school or anyone working for the evening school in newspaper work, phone Lieutenant Goode, 221 E. Schenley, 71 C., Williams, 19 Med., Jones, 79 Med., Odell, 70 Med., Kell, 72 C., E.


How to Address Meeting

Today's regular business meeting will be held, at which Bang How Jones, who will deliver a talk on missionary work in China. He is secretary of the Chinese Student Club. Chairman of this year's Conference Committee of the Chinese Alliance, and a member of the Vigilance Committee. The meeting will be held in Room 2, Houston Hall.

Gazette Outlines Courses

Weekly Appeals to Alumni for Aid in Increasing Enrolment

November 26th issue of the Pennsylvania Gazette appeared on the campus yesterday, slightly delayed on account of blizzard conditions. The editors dealt primarily with the adventures of freshman M. R. in roughing it during these thirty days, and briefly outlined the current activities of the university. Included among the editorials was an appeal to the Alumni to aid the University in obtaining a large envelope for the coming term. As an article dealing with the demobilization of the U. S. T. C. and Naval Unit, and also portraying the work of reconstruction being conducted by the Physical Education Commission, is worthy of note, and contains much valuable information. Among the other articles are an account of the Hawthorne foot ball game and the latest additions to the Navy Library, bringing it up to date.

Novice Meet for Wrestlers

Acting Captain Alcira, of the wrestling team, will hold a novice wrestling meet over the weekend of December 9 for all candidates who have not wrestled on the team before this year and have not reported for wrestling but wish to try out in the meet, should sign up in the crew-room. The names of the entrants will be published shortly before the meet takes place.

Rosenthal Returns from Camp

Lieutenant Morris J. Rosenthal, '18 A., who received his commission in the Marine Corps this summer at the Annapolis Academy, just obtained his discharge and visited the campus yesterday. Essential was editor-in-chief of the Punch Bowl last year, and is a member of the Theta Xi fraternity.

Prowest Speaks on Chemistry

Professor Prowest, who spoke last night at the Franklin Institute on "Chemistry," was present Monday evening and had obtained his discharge and visited the campus yesterday. Essential was editor-in-chief of the Punch Bowl last year, and is a member of the Theta Xi fraternity.

Snappy Soccer Practice

Regular soccer practice was held yesterday on Franklin Field, and the executives were put through a long workout. The field was in fine condition and several spirited performances took place. The next practice will be held on Tuesday afternoon on Franklin Field.

The "Pull-Proof" Scraft a Tie of Triple Value

Style—Wear—Economy

It takes originality, quality and service to bring the same customer back in year and year out for ties.

Pull-Proof Scrafts at 65c to $3.50

"Barney" is ahead of the Government—he anticipated "Peace"—and has ready for you everything you need that are very moderate.

Hotel Normandie

86th and Chestnut Streets

wishes to call attention to the new CAFETERIA!

MEALS: Breakfast 35 cents
Luncheon 40 cents
Dinner 65 cents

A twenty meal ticket at $7.50, good until used

In Philadelphia

1038 Market St.
1395 Market St.
1518 Market St.
2436 N. Front St.

The largest exclusive haberdashers in the state
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1918 GRIDIRON SEASON MARKED BY SUCCESS

Loss of Players and Illness of Coach Were Defeating Features by Fighting Spirit.

REVIEW OF MEMBERS OF SQUAD

Following its yearly custom, the Pennsylvania Athletics Club gives a short review of the football season and a survey of the activities of the various members of the Varsity squad. On account of the number of men who transferred, it will be impossible to confine the account into one row, so the discussion will be carried over to The PENNSYLVANIAN in succeeding publications.

In passing, it may well be remembered that never in the history of the University had any team contended against more uncertainties and restrictions, and never had any team faced a darker outlook than the Red and Blue possesses for the very outset of the season of all but one regular. Coach Folwell was forced to construct an entirely new eleven.

On top of this Folwell was taken ill with pneumonia and was absent from the field for six weeks during the time when his presence was most necessary for the development of the team. At this point Dr. Wu Logan, a former Pennsylvania gridiron star, and for some years football manager at Penn, took up his duties, without considering his services, which, while conferring an advantage on the University, his uniting efforts held the team together and kept the men in shape until Folwell was able to replace his absence and lead the team to victory over the Penn Quakers.

On the whole the season has been a success, perhaps not in point of games won, but, in point of men, that have been considered, it must be granted that without Fleisch and Haller the team has turned out a team very much above the average and one deserving unlimited praise for its efforts during the year. Of seven games played, four were won, the remainder, with League Island Mariner, Watertown, and Pittsburgh, being defeats for the Varsity.

The Red and Blue started the season poorly, which may be directly attributed to the unexpected loss of several regulars and the sudden illness of Chuck Fleisch. As the season progressed, the team gradually took form and, with the uncovering of several new men, succeeded in capturing one of the four final games.

Offensively his work was just as good.

The transport from war to peace continued until Dr. Wilmer was forced to resign his position which Dr. McCutchen tendered his services, without compensation.

THE great conference at Paris to arrange the peace has brought to the front a de-
that they may pay the premiums monthly, semi-annually or annually. These payments may be made by money orders, express money order, by check or by each. Payments should be made to "The Director, War Risk Insurance Bureau, Washington, D. C."

The insurance in force cannot be transferred nor the insurance to lapse without the consent of the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States. When making payments the payee's name, former rank and organization, and the insurance certificate number should be given.

The rate table of payments and all other information relating to the insurance may be obtained at any time after the discharge of the officer or enlisted man by communicating with The Director, War Risk Insurance Bureau, Attraction of Insurance Section, Washington, D. C., or The Department Insurance Officer, Headquarters Eastern Department, Governor's Island, N. Y."

At the meeting of the University Zionist Society, held in Houston Hall yesterday afternoon, various questions regarding Zionist were subjects of special discussion. About thirty stu-
dents were present, and after Mr. Kestine had given a brief preliminary talk, the informal debate opened. The next
ting of the Zionist Society will be held at noon Monday, in Houston Hall, when Mr. Halpern, of Dropsie College, will address the members on "Jewish Literature."

Plans are being made for a mam-
moth rally, which will be held next
Tuesday, in Houston Hall auditorium. Prominent speakers are being secured and a large public attendance is as-
sured. Definite announcement of the
program will be made shortly.

"The advantages of keeping this in-
surance have been emphasized too strongly. The right to continue it is a valuable right given by the gov-
ernment and is well recognized. The work of an Interesting nature
1B

and men taking it up should profit con-
siderably by the experience. Students
who are interested can apply at the Settlement House, 2601 Lombard street, or at the offices of the Chris-
tian Association, in Houston Hall.

New York Club to Hold Smoker.

"Programs for a smoker to be held at the Hotel Martinique, on the even-
ing of December 14, have been sent out by the Pennsylvania Club of New York City. Singers and dancers have
been engaged and there will be ad-
dresses by former Attorney-General
George W. Wickescheim and Lieuten-
ant Dalton Eichhoff.
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ZIONISTS TO HOLD MEETING. Huge Rally Next Week to Be Ad-
dressed by Prominent Speakers.

Call for Settlement Workers.

Miss Helen S. Dunan, head of the University Settlement House, has is-
uced a call for volunteers to assist in the
work. Men are needed to devote one evening a week to the same.
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